Carbon-aware path provisioning for NRENs
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Abstract—National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) are becoming keener in providing information on the energy consumption of their equipment. However there are only few NRENs trying to use the available information to reduce power consumption and/or carbon footprint. We set out to study the impact that deploying energy-aware networking devices may have in terms of CO₂ emissions, taking the ESnet network as use case. We defined a model that can be used to select paths that lead to a lower impact on the CO₂ footprint of the network. We implemented a simulation of the ESnet network using our model to investigate the CO₂ footprint under different traffic conditions. Our results suggest that NRENs such as ESnet could reduce their network’s environmental impact if they would deploy energy-aware hardware combined with paths setup tailored to reduction of carbon footprint. This could be achieved by modification of the current path provisioning systems used in the NREN community.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A National Research and Education Network (NREN) provides connectivity to universities, research institution and laboratories in its own country. Pushed by the demanding requirements of its scientific user base NRENs have always been a fertile territory for network innovation and cutting edge network architecture; but if we look at the current NREN landscape we see only some them being active in the energy management arena. ESnet, the network supporting the operations of DoE labs and institutions in the USA, is one of the NRENs that is active on this topic, for example they were one of the first ones to work at providing real-time visualization of their power data.

NRENs such as ESnet have path provisioning systems in place that allow for the provisioning of network circuits, as opposed to IP packet routing. Examples of path provisioning systems are ESnet’s OSCARS [1] and GÉANT Bandwidth on Demand [2]. However, no NREN to date has any kind of energy-aware path creation service aimed to reduce power consumption and carbon footprint of their network operation. This is in clear stride with a lively research focus in the area of energy-efficient networking as we will show in Section II, which is driving clear implementations in for example data centers and clouds environment. In this paper we take the ESnet network as a use case (Section III).

Given the current situation our work addresses two questions:

• Can NRENs reduce their power consumption and environmental impact, which would be the conditions under which this is possible and how much would be the improvement obtained with such an effort?

• Do we see a path toward the definition of green paths in NRENs?

To answer our first question we defined a realistic model for path provisioning of CO₂-aware paths using information that is already being offered by some NRENs (Section IV). Based on this model we developed a simulator and performed a number of experiments in order to determine the range of CO₂ reduction that may be achieved, depending on a number of parameters (Sections V and VI). We specifically investigate what the impact of current and future energy-aware technologies can have on reducing the environmental impact of NRENs. The results are presented in Section VII and are discussed in Section VIII. Our experiments suggest that, depending on network traffic, green paths could reduce the carbon footprint of ESNet by 5% to 23% under realistic circumstances.

In Section IX we provide an initial answer to our second question, namely in which way we envision that NRENs will be able to implement green paths across their networks.

II. RELATED WORK

It is estimated that ICT is responsible for 2-4% of the worldwide carbon emissions. A significant portion of which, about one-sixth, is attributed to telecommunications networks [3], [4].

To increase the energy-efficiency of networks the research community has focused along two research lines, in most cases separately from one another. Our work aims to integrate the two focuses within the context of NRENs:

• Hardware optimization: [5], [6], [7] focused for example on modeling and optimization techniques for energy aware routers.
• Traffic movements optimization: [8], [9], [10] have investigated data center load balancing to reduce carbon emissions. A recent proposal is the concept of Distributed Green Data Centers: interconnected small data centers powered by renewable energy sources [11]. In order to make optimal use of these systems one must decide whether it is better for the environment to execute some data- and/or compute-intensive application in a local data center or to move it to a remote location, and here the network plays an important role. This has been explored in some of our previous work [12], and in this paper we partially build upon the model discussed therein.

There is previous research in the area of reducing the carbon footprint of NRENs [13]. For example, the GreenStar Network uses the GEANT network’s high speed Bandwidth-on-Demand links to create an interactive green network, which includes advanced middleware to maximize how renewable-powered resources are used. It connects data centers solely powered by renewable energy [14]. While GreenStar achieves energy-efficiency by using only renewable sources to power the network equipment, and validates this on a subset of nodes, we look at the NREN as a whole allowing for renewable and dirty energy sources.

The ESnet network has been the subject of research on energy awareness before. In a study comparable to our own [15] the authors propose the GEAR algorithm to select paths with the lowest brown power consumption. However in doing so they inadvertently consider all brown and green energy sources as producing equal amounts of CO₂, but as explained in Section III this is not the case. In our study we do not consider power consumption as such, but the carbon emissions arising from it.

III. ESNET

ESnet provides the high-bandwidth, reliable connections that link scientists at national laboratories, universities and other research institutions in the United States, enabling them to collaborate on some of the world’s most important scientific challenges including energy, climate science, and the origins of the universe. Funded by the DOE Office of Science, and managed and operated by the ESnet team at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, ESnet provides scientists with access to unique DOE research facilities and computing resources [16].

One service offered by ESnet is the On-Demand Secure Circuits and Advance Reservation System (OSCARS) [1], which provides virtual circuits with guaranteed end-to-end network performance. It allows network flows to be directed over a specific path, rather than routing where each packet can potentially take a different path to its destination.

ESnet also uses perfSonar [17] to publish real-time information about its network such as the amount of traffic flowing through networking elements and their power consumption.

By combining these services it is in theory possible to develop a system that creates virtual circuits in such a way that the carbon footprint of the network can be reduced. In this paper we develop a model and simulation to investigate the gains that can be made by ESnet if this CO₂-aware provisioning system would be implemented. We use a subset of the ESnet network for all our experiments (see Figure 1).

We have measured the power consumption of the routers of each node in the network using ESnet’s monitoring system. Thus these values are realistic and reflect the real-world situation. We have observed that all routers consume a constant amount of power regardless of traffic load. That means that in the current situation it is not possible to dynamically reduce the carbon footprint. In order to dynamically reduce the carbon footprint of NRENs such as ESnet, they must make use of networking devices that implement energy-aware technologies to adjust their power consumption depending on traffic load [19], [6]. In the remainder of this paper we model and quantify what the potential benefits are of using such devices.

The minimum router power consumption we have measured is 1.5 kW, and the highest is 3.5 kW. The average is 2.1 kW.

Energy is produced from different energy sources, such as coal or solar. The amount of CO₂ emitted per kWh depends on the energy source. Table I shows a summary of the carbon footprint per energy source. In reality, different regions have different energy production mixes and therefore different carbon footprints. The Institute for Energy Research [20] collects information about energy production mixes in the United States. We combined these information sources to calculate the average carbon footprint of the States that are also present in the ESnet topology (see Table II), which corresponds to $X_i$ in our model (see Section IV). It is important to keep in mind that this only gives an indication of the CO₂ footprint. In reality the energy sources vary over time, but this information is not readily available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy source</th>
<th>CO₂ emitted per kWh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracite</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>6.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas works gas</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectric</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE II. AVERAGE CARBON FOOTPRINT OF STATES PRESENT IN THE ESNET TOPOLOGY [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>grams CO2/kWh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. MODEL

In this section we present our model to reduce the carbon footprint of a network. It is partially based on work we have previously published [12], but the focus here is on path provisioning.

Given a network topology $G = (V, E)$ where the vertices $V$ represent the networking devices and the edges $E$ represent the connections between them. We consider a scenario in which a user wants to transport $N$ GBytes of data from one endpoint to another. Given that there are one or more possible paths to take, which path should be selected such that the carbon footprint (grams CO$_2$) is the smallest compared to every other possible path?

Equation 1 describes the model to calculate the carbon footprint $C$ of a path $R$. Every element $i \in R$ represents a device in the path. $C$ (grams CO$_2$) is calculated as the sum of the amount of energy dissipated $TP_i$ (kWh) multiplied by the energy production mix $X_i$ (grams CO$_2$/kWh), for each device $i \in R$. The constraint given in equation 2 ensures that provisioning the path does not exceed the maximum bandwidth capacity of any device in the path.

To calculate the best path among all possible paths, we first calculate all simple paths (without loops), calculate the $C$ of each, and finally sort. This can be problematic because the algorithm to find all simple paths has a computational complexity of $O(|V|^2)$ [23]. Of course it is possible to precompute all simple paths once and then look them up as needed. To reduce the computational complexity a path finding algorithm could be adapted to this model by considering a bidirectional graph where the edge weights are equal to $P_iX_i$, where $i$ is the node a given edge is pointing to.

The model is as follows:

$$C = 8NT \sum_{i \in R} P_iX_i$$ (1a)

$$T = 3600^{-1}H^{-1}$$ (1b)

$$L_i = \frac{B_i}{B_{i_{max}}} + H$$ (1c)

$$P_i = P_i^S + P_i^D(1-d_i) + P_i^{D_i}d_iU(L_i)$$ (1d)

Given the constraint:

$$\forall i \in R, 0 \leq L_i \leq 1$$ (2)

Where:

- $C$ is the total carbon emissions emitted to transport $8N$ Gbits over path $R$ (grams CO$_2$).
- $T$ is the time to transport 1 Gbit (hours).
- $H$ is the throughput at which to transmit the data (Gbit/s).
- $P_i$ is the total power consumption of the $i$-th device in $R$ (kW).
- $P_i^S$ is the power consumption of devices that consume a static (unchanging) amount of power, such as DWDMs$^2$ (kW). However since we only consider routers in this paper we use $\forall i, P_i^S = 0$.
- $P_i^D$ is maximum dynamic power consumption of the $i$-th device (kW), of which the portion $d_i$ of its total power depends on the traffic load $L_i$.
- $d_i$ is the dynamic portion of $P_i^D$ ($0 \leq d_i \leq 1$). However in this paper $\forall i, d_i = d_i$.
- $B_i$ is the amount of throughput currently pushing through the $i$-th router (Gbit/s).
- $B_{i_{max}}$ is the maximum bandwidth capacity of the $i$-th router (Gbit/s).
- $L_i$ is the load the $i$-th device would have after provisioning path $R$ on it. If the constraint given in Equation 2 is violated it means the maximum capacity of one or more routers would be exceeded by provisioning this path.
- $U(L_i)$ is a function that maps the load of the dynamically powered device to actual power draw. Different functions are possible [19], but in this paper we use the linear function $U(L_i) = L_i$ as a first estimation for all routers.
- $X_i$ is the carbon footprint of the regional energy production facilities that power the $i$-th node (grams CO$_2$ per kWh). In the case of ESnet this corresponds to the values reported in Table II.

We are also interested in the total energy consumption and emission of the whole network at any given moment, i.e. the consumption and emission of nodes on active paths together with the consumption and emission of node that are not transmitting data. This is explored in Section V. It is calculated according to Equation 3, where $H = 0$, and $\Delta t$ is the sampling interval (hours):

$$C_{network} = \Delta t \sum_{i \in V} P_iX_i$$ (3)

V. SIMULATOR

We have built a discrete event simulator that simulates traffic flows from which we derive the total power consumption and CO$_2$ emissions of the network. It is written in Python using the SimPy [24] module$^3$. The simulator can simulate different networks, but in this paper we only use it to simulate ESnet (see Section III).

It is important to note that we are not interested in accurately modeling the inner workings of networks such as packet-level traffic and specific protocols, but rather how traffic flows influence the load on networking devices, which in turn influences the power consumption of the network, and ultimately its carbon footprint.

$^2$Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexer
$^3$Simulator source code: https://bitbucket.org/karelvdv/greennet-sim
The network is modeled as a flow network [25] where the flows are traffic, nodes are routers, and edges are network links. We model the capacity of the nodes, which in turn determines the capacity on the links. In our ESNet simulation we use 10G routers, hence the traffic on the links cannot exceed 10G.

The simulation works as follows. Flows are set up to transport a certain amount of data from a randomly chosen source-destination pair. The inter-arrival time of the flows is exponentially distributed. A flow does not change once set up, but disappears when the data transfer is complete. The flow duration is determined by the amount of data to transport and the flow’s throughput. These two parameters vary according to a beta distribution, which has a finite range to ensure that flows finish within a reasonable finite simulation time.

A path is selected from the source to destination node according to our model. The chosen path can be either the shortest or greenest or the cheapest. Flows take up a certain amount of bandwidth on every router in the path for the duration of the flow. This is what determines the load on the routers. Devices have a maximum bandwidth capacity, so it is possible that there is no path available from the source to destination. In that case the flow is dropped.

The state of the simulation only changes when a new flow arrives or finishes. At these moments, as well as at regular intervals, the total power consumption, and carbon emissions of the total network are recorded. These metrics are calculated according to Equation 3 and integrated by time passed.

We halt the simulation when a certain amount of data has been pushed through the network.

The simulator takes the following parameters:

- \( \mu^{-1} \): The mean inter-arrival time in seconds (exponential distribution).
- \( \alpha, \beta \): These parameters determine the distribution of flow lengths using the beta distribution.
- \( d \): The percentage of router power consumption that has a dependence on traffic load. If \( d = 0 \) then routers are power-agnostic, if \( d = 1 \) they are 100% power proportional. This parameter allows us to investigate what effect energy aware routers have on the network’s carbon footprint.
- Path selection metric: shortest, greenest, or cheapest are the criteria by which paths are selected. In each individual simulation run we select all paths according to the same metric.

The simulator takes as input a topology description, regional energy production description, and a configuration where all the simulation parameters are set. The output of the simulation is the total power consumption and carbon footprint of the network, as well as several statistical properties such as time elapsed, number of flows completed, etc.

VI. Experiments

We compared different network traffic scenarios in the ESNet topology with the criterion of carbon footprint. Every scenario exhibits different traffic behavior in terms of inter-arrival time, flow length, and path selection, and ends when 1TByte of data has been pushed through the network. These determine the traffic load on the network over time and thus its carbon footprint. Scenarios are permutations of the following parameters:

- Inter-arrival time: \( \mu^{-1} \in \{0.1, 1, 10\} \) seconds.
- Dynamic power: \( d \in \{0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0\} \).
- Path selection metric: shortest, cheapest, or greenest path.
- Flow type: long, short, or uniform. This simulates users with certain bandwidth usages (see Table III).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Type</th>
<th>Throughput (Gbit/s)</th>
<th>Data (GBytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-lived</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-lived</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>[0.1, 1.0]</td>
<td>[1, 10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amount of data transmitted per flow type is determined by the beta distribution, which is identical for every scenario. We chose the following values for \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (see Figure 2 for the PDF and CDF):

\[
\alpha = 0.5, \quad \beta = 1.0
\]

For uniform flows we ensure that all of them always have the same duration: \( 1/0.1 = 10/1 = 10 \). The amount of data and throughput are scaled from the beta distribution as such:

\[
x \sim B(\alpha, \beta) \\
Data = 1 + 0.9x \text{ GBytes} \\
Throughput = 0.1 + 0.9x \text{ Gbit/s}
\]

This distribution resembles the user classification according to bandwidth usage and type of connectivity used in [26]. The authors observe that in NRENs there are many users with small bandwidth requirements and a couple with high bandwidth requirements. This is also what can be expected in the ESNet network, where a few scientists and scientific collaborations move large amount data while the majority of communication is short lived.

VII. Results

The carbon footprint of the scenarios we have simulated are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. Each graph presents the carbon footprint of the network as a function of router dynamic power.
Fig. 3. Carbon footprint of 1TByte of traffic: Long flows.

Fig. 4. Carbon footprint of 1TByte of traffic: Short flows.

Fig. 5. Carbon footprint of 1TByte of traffic: Uniform flows.
and path selection metric. The error bars show the standard deviation. The graphs contain also the carbon footprint of the network in the idle state (zero traffic); this represents the lower bound. The upper bound is the carbon footprint at 0% dynamic power. Although 100% dynamic power is an unrealistic scenario it provides useful insight into the actual range of improvement possible. Table IV shows the actual CO₂ reduction compared to 0% dynamic power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>μ⁻¹</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Path Selection Metric</th>
<th>CO₂ reduction per Dynamic power</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Greenerest</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. DISCUSSION

The first observation we can draw from the simulation results is that the carbon footprint is reduced in every scenario compared to the 0% dynamic power scenario. The carbon footprint decreases linearly with the dynamic power percentage which corresponds to the linear load function we used (see Section IV).

The inter-arrival time has a large impact on the carbon footprint. This makes sense, as a short inter-arrival time means that many flows are active at the same time, resulting in a high average load on the network, which in turn corresponds to a high average power consumption and finally also to a high carbon footprint. In contrast, a long inter-arrival time means that there is only sporadic load on the network and thus the carbon footprint is mostly determined by the idle time. This can clearly be seen by comparing the graphs where the mean inter-arrival times are μ⁻¹ = 0.1 versus μ⁻¹ = 10 seconds.

The carbon footprint is further reduced by green path selection. As seen in Table IV, the CO₂ reduction factor of green paths ranges from 22% to 91% under ideal circumstances (100% dynamic power) and 5% to 23% under more realistic circumstances (25% dynamic power). Unfortunately most current routers have a dynamic power range of no more than 10% so the CO₂ reduction that can be achieved today is limited. However, the results show that there is a case to be made for more research into energy-aware networking technologies. One such technology, IEEE 802.3az, already exists for Ethernet links and provides a modest reduction in power consumption by switching off idle ports in routers [6].

It is important to note that these results only apply to the subset of the ESNet topology that we have chosen as well as the energy production mixes of the United States (see Table II), and cannot be extrapolated to the general case. For example, as shown in Table II there are only two states in the topology that have a significantly lower carbon footprint than the rest: California and New York. Both are coastal states, located at the borders of the topology. On the other hand, more centrally located states such as Colorado and Kansas have a very high carbon footprint because much of their energy depends on fossil fuels. At the same time they experience much more traffic on average precisely because they are in the core of the network topology. A cursory look at MyESNet [18] confirms this as well. From this we can surmise that it is generally more important for centrally located nodes to have a low carbon footprint than those on the borders, but the actual situation in ESnet is the exact opposite of that.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in Section VII that it is possible to reduce the carbon footprint of a network like ESNet under three main conditions:

- That we can access up-to-date information about CO₂ emissions resulting from energy production;
- That we can acquire devices whose power profile depends on the load;
- That we can control the setup of network paths directly.

The first condition is the most difficult to fulfill, as this information is provided entirely at the discretion of energy companies. However some do publish up-to-date figures on energy pricing so it is not outside of the realm of possibility. In this paper we relied on averages but in reality even non-renewable energy sources can fluctuate depending on supply and demand.

NRENs will be dependent on hardware manufacturers to fulfill the second condition. Given the extensive ongoing work in this area we expect that purchase of more energy-savvy devices will be a concrete possibility in the near future.

The third condition is easier to fulfill given that nearly all NRENs have developed circuit provisioning systems for the creation of end-to-end paths. The tight coupling of these provisioning systems with power monitoring information allows to achieve this goal. In the case of ESnet this would concretely mean to couple OSCARS and perfSONAR data to create green paths. For other NRENs the availability of power measurements is still an issue.

Furthermore the current network evolution toward programmability by means of Software Defined Networking devices, using for example OpenFlow [27], seems to indicate that more granular control on the route taken by data will become default behavior. Thus studies like ours motivate NRENs to include energy awareness as driving criteria for their SDN developments.

In conclusion, we believe that energy aware devices in combination with path provisioning and power information systems to create green paths can be a promising method to reduce the carbon footprint of NRENs. Based on our simulations carried out on the ESNet network we make the
conservative estimate that CO$_2$ reductions of 5% to 23% are attainable depending on the amount of network traffic.

A. Future work

We plan to repeat our simulations with other NRENs such as SURFnet and with more realistic traffic flow patterns. We also plan to investigate the optimality of networks with regards to overall carbon footprint coupled with how that is affected by changing the topology.
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